In order to meet the request of development of switch cabinet proposed by the smart grid development, a new type of intelligentized switch cabinet is proposed based on Internet of things technology, applied to the intelligent substation. First of all, the mechanical structure of circuit breaker handcart and grounding switch is reformed, realizing their electric operation; Secondly, by applying the modern control theory, sensor technology, power electronics technology and other advanced science and technology, realize the switchgear running electrical parameters and running environment of real-time monitoring; Through the Internet communication technology, the independent operation of the switch cabinet is online, realizing the remote monitoring and control of the running state of the switch cabinet. Finally, Digital integrated management system is developed based on "five prevention" and interlock of the portable control and data acquisition terminal, the scene of the switch cabinet remote centralized monitoring and control operation, data acquisition. The intelligent design can realize online monitoring of switch cabinet , effectively improve the cupboard in the running safety and work efficiency, the implementation of the intelligent cupboard has a certain practical significance.
Introduction
With the advancement of the smart grid construction, the development of smart grid in technology puts forward new requirements to the cupboard, such as reducing power failure time and time, narrowing the scope of power; reduce, shorten equipment maintenance outage time; each device in the system information shares system resources, and so on. The traditional switch equipment [1] [2] is increasing loss of these requirements. Power transmission and transformation equipment iot technology [3] can realize the on-line monitoring of power transmission and transformation equipment, fault diagnosis and state evaluation, etc. The safe operation of power grid is closely related to power transmission and transformation equipment state information. As a result, the comprehensive utilization of power transmission and transformation equipment technology of Internet of things, the development of the manufacture with the function of state detection and fault diagnosis, intelligent switchgear is necessary.
At present, the existing intelligent switchgear [4] application solutions, mainly considers the breaker mechanical characteristic and improving equipment safety, etc. Such as by monitoring various electric parameters and running environment parameters, etc., improves the equipment running status of on-line monitoring and fault diagnosis ability, reduces the equipment maintenance, improves the reliability of power supply, etc. [5] . Although there is a study of switchgear security features, but much of them runs independently, and needs manual inspection on a regular basis. In the event of accident, it can't be handled in time. Handcart's in and out, grounding knife's open and closing needs manual operation. For handcart, grounding switch equipment's automation and intelligent monitoring system of the research is less. Aiming at the problem of 12 kV distribution network in commonly used switchgear, provides a design method of intelligent switch cabinet, used to make the remote circuit breaker handcart, grounding switch electric operation and switchgear intelligent monitoring and control functions, and realize the monitoring data of background processing and intelligent diagnosis function. It is very promising and meaningful to realize intelligent switch cabinet.
Switch Intelligent Control Scheme Based On Internet of Things Technology
Switch cabinet is mainly used in the sending power generators, power system secondary distribution of substation, transmission, industrial and mining enterprises and power distribution, etc. How to monitor and manage the growing number of switch cabinets, understand the operation of the switchgear and using state in time, realize the running state of the switch cabinet parameters of centralized monitoring, control and fault found in time. With reference to<<High voltage equipment intelligent technical guideline>>, this paper puts forward the intelligent switchgear retrofit scheme based on the technology of Internet of things, retrofit scheme involves three parts, switchgear ontology, switchgear data acquisition terminal and the digital integrated management system. Intelligent switchgear is based on three-level monitoring network to achieve for the intelligent management of the switchgear. Switchgear intellectualization transformation based on three-level monitoring network, realizes the intelligent management of switchgear. First of all, the intelligent integrated condition monitoring device is developed, installed on the tank body, with the method of unattended. Through the online monitoring unit, control unit and recognition unit, it can realize the switchgear running state monitoring, diagnosis and control, and the state of the switchgear data is storage. Second, the data acquisition terminal is developed, inspection personnel establishes communication between it and the comprehensive state monitoring device by scanning the qr code(the only two-dimensional pasted into each switchgear identification number). It completes the internal electric handcart cupboard, grounding switch device in non-contact control, the operation parameters of data acquisition and simple analysis function. Finally, the monitoring data are uploaded to the digital integrated management system through the RS485 bus, through the data analysis and processing, it can provide fault diagnosis and prediction.
The Retrofit Design of the Intelligent Switch Cabinet Body
Intelligent switchgear body modification includes electric control device, intelligent measurement and control device and analog display device of three parts, the three parts are part of the modular design, just keeping the reserved interface can realize more modular design. Three modules realize three-level network monitoring and management through the Internet communication technology and the comprehensive state monitoring devices, switch cabinet ontology based on the technology of Internet of things intelligent transformation diagram is shown in figure 2. 
Improvement of electric control device

Electric vehicle chassis electric operating mechanism design
The switchgear itself on the market at present already has mature manual operating mechanism, for structural defects of manual operation, put forward the intelligent retrofit scheme of chassis. The original manual chassis is transformed to electric and manual operation as one of the chassis. Electric operating mechanism is without changing the original manual operating mechanism on the basis of the increase and chain transmission mechanism to drive dc motor electric and manual one, meet the breaker chassis electric propulsion and exit function, and retain the original function of the "five prevention", and can switch between manual mode and electric mode. When electric mechanism is abnormal and unable to work normally, you can switch to manual mode to manual operation.
Circuit breaker electric chassis 3 d design diagram is shown in figure 3 . 1 is a dc motor, 2 is the secondary variable speed institutions, 3 is a chain transmission mechanism, 4 is ordinary straight tooth gear, 5 is the screw nut, 6 there is a groove ball screw, 7 is handcart fixed end, 8 is inner ring flange straight tooth gear, 9 is baffle. The implementation of electric operation way is: dc motor 1 get bigger torque by shift gear 2, drive sprocket, sprocket and chain drive gear 4 do synchronous rotation. Straight teeth gear inner ring flange engages with screw groove, gear 8 makes synchronous rotation with screw. Screw terminal is connected to the fixed end on a handcart, rotation of the screw make fixed on the car's screw nut 4 do linear motion, baffle 9 is fixed in the car on the floor. Under the action of baffle, flange gear 8 slides on the screw at the same time through the flange. Under the action of screw nut 4 drives circuit breaker handcart to advance and retreat, the circuit breaker handcart electric operation is achieved. 
Grounding switch mechanism of electric operation of the intelligent transformation
Grounding switch electric operating mechanism retains the original function of the "five prevention", meet the mechanical locking function, electrical aspects of the function of the forward and reverse chain. On the basis of the original, it adds a set of motor driven structure and external logic control circuit. Drive structure main parts includes: electric module, limit switches and on-off device. Electric module driven dc motor, forward and inversion is implemented under the action of limit switch. On-off device can switch between manual and electric operating mode, it can be switched conveniently to manual mode for manual operation, when electric module is in a failure. The motor control and protection is implemented by external control circuit, and the control of the motor operation is implemented when meet the logical condition. Figure 4 is grounding switch operating mechanism structure diagram. Motor drives the drive gear rotation, through the secondary gear transmission, drives gear supports in the grounding switch operating spindle, relying on oil less bearing and shaft sleeve. Relative rotation of driven gear and the relative motion of the grounding switch operating spindle has no direct transmission relation. When the drive gear runs a certain angle, drive gear flange on the part of the contacts with the spindle drive components, and makes the drive a rotation, drives the earthing switch operating spindle to rotate. When turning an angle, grounding switch begins to take an action. At this time, earth switch rotation angular velocity is faster than drive gear, drive gear and operating spindle has certain relative rotation. With sufficient space for the drive gear convex platform, and it makes the main shaft and the drive gear relative rotation operation. When receiving the earthing switch signals, drive gear return to original position. A manual operation does not affect the spindle drive unit and the movement of the drive gear does not occur influence each other. 
Intelligent measurement and control device
Intelligent measurement and control device can collect real-time signals, such as sensor, switch contact point. The site of the switch state is directly or indirectly data processing, providing a data switch gear fault diagnosis and forecast. This intelligent measurement and control device can be carried out on the circuit breaker, grounding switch, breaker handcart location and electrical control circuit state monitoring. Intelligent measurement and control device has the following features:
It can collect these signals, such as leakage current sensor signal, temperature and humidity sensor signal, ac voltage current sensor signal, the high frequency of partial discharge signals, spring energy storage time, circuit breaker closing coil current, etc, It implements these aspects of monitoring respectively, for example, the number of the action of lightning arrester and leak current inside ark, TA/TV single-line breakdown, ark, the temperature of the hot spots in the ark, and the basic electric parameters switchgear bus, breaker and switch, cable junction of high frequency signals of partial discharge, Switchgear breaker basic energy-storage motor, closing coil current monitoring, action time and number of records, etc.
The device has a downward communication bus interface and upward communication bus interface, various communication bus interface, as long as they are connected to different R485 bus and sensor, display can be converted to display different electrical parameters, such as ammeter, voltmeter, temperature and humidity automatic control display table, etc. Upward communication bus by 485 bus depend on different communication protocols are uploaded to the digital integrated management system, these can be composed of switch information display and remote monitoring.
Simulation display device
The unit mainly realizes the on-off state recognition, such as circuit breakers, grounding switch, isolating switch, cabinet put oneself in another's position, etc., By identifying whether the combination of on-off state meets the "five prevention" interlocking conditions, comprehensive condition monitoring equipment and data acquisition terminal performs the condition monitoring and electric control command according to the judgment result through the logic control circuit. These equipment ontology information in the form of an electronic tag is embedded in the device, such as circuit breakers, grounding switch, isolating switch, cabinet put oneself in another's position, etc., through the Internet communication technology, RFID, WIFI, etc., the equipment information is passed to the intelligent integrated state monitoring device or handheld terminals. The switch quantity can be accurately tracked, positioned, the switch quantity of dynamic information can be understood. All kinds of on-off action position and the electric circuits of the composite state can be displayed, through the graphical interface dynamic simulation, for example, a loop handcart position and close, grounding switch, breaker, isolating switch, etc..
Intelligent Switchgear Data Acquisition Terminal
Switchgear data acquisition and manipulation of the switchgear for closing, break-brake, grounding electric operation can be implemented through the intelligent data acquisition terminal. Switchgear circuit breaker handcart, grounding switch, load switch and chassis of electric operation and PT and CT, electrical parameters and operation environment temperature and humidity data acquisition can be achieved by data acquisition terminal, at the same time it satisfies the conditions of the "five prevention chain". When it does not meet the five interlocking conditions, switchgear electric action button displays a status for grey, cannot carry out the instructions. For example, when the earthing switch is in the position of the "separate", at this time, if you want to manipulate the data acquisition terminal to control circuit breaker handcart "electric car", As the executive order does not meet the "prevention of loading push-pull circuit breaker handcart" condition -one of the "five prevention" conditions, the action button shows "electric car" is gray, dose not to follow the order. Figure 5 is electric operation "electric car" control interface. 
Digital Integrated Data Management System
All kinds of monitoring data from multiple switch cabinet body is uploaded to the digital integrated data management system through digital communication interface, and it provides data diagnosis and fault prediction. The uploaded data has the characteristics, such as, large amount, variety, real and valuable information, conforms to the characteristics of big data. The integrated management system can store big data, analysis data, realize the intelligent measurement and control, fault diagnosis and prediction of the switch cabinet. Backend system communication interface can display the monitoring system of communication state contact visually, and it can be refined to a single switch cabinet of communication between the intelligent module. Green said communication is normal, red said communication is fault. Operations staff can monitor the communication in real-time according to the function, and do rapid response to eliminate the communication failure.
Conclusion
This paper studies the intelligent switch cabinet problem based on Internet of things technology. Three levels Internet monitoring and management platform is put forward based on the switch cabinet ontology, the intelligent data acquisition terminal and digital integrated management system. Intelligent integrated monitoring device is the "brain" intelligent switchgear, realizing the integration of monitoring management and control of switch cabinet; The scene of the data acquisition terminal implements the control operation of the switch cabinet and common parameters of data acquisition, providing a solid foundation for the intelligent switch cabinet; Digital integrated management system provides a strong guarantee for the realization of the remote monitoring and diagnosis. With the development of smart grid, switchgear will gradually be popularized, intelligent cupboard based on the technology of Internet of things will be implemented in field application and promotion.
